We give a detailed algorithm for fast text compression. Our algorithm, related to the PPM method, simplifies the modeling phase by eliminating the escape mechanism, and speeds up coding by using a combination of quasi-arithmetic coding and Rice coding. We provide details of the use of quasi-arithmetic code tables, and analyze their compression performance. Our Fast PPM method is shown experimentally to be almost twice as fast as the PPMC method, while giving comparable compression.
Introduction
For compression of text files, the best compression results from the use of highorder models in conjunction with statistical coding techniques. The best compression reported in the literature comes from the PPM (prediction by partial matching) method of Cleary and Witten [2] ; the most widely used implementation is Moffat's PPMC. The PPM methods use adaptive context models with a fixed maximum order, and arithmetic coding for the coder.
In this paper we show that we can obtain significantly faster compression with only a small loss of compression efficiency by modifying both the modeling and coding aspects of PPM. The important idea is to concentrate computer resources where they are needed for good compression while using simplifying approximations where they cause only slight degradation of compression performance.
On the modeling side, we eliminate the explicit use of escape symbols, we use approximate probability estimation, and we simplify the repeated-symbol-exclusion mechanism. For the coder, we replace the time-consuming arithmetic coding step with various combinations of quasi-arithmetic coding and simple prefix codes from the Rice family. Quasi-arithmetic coding, introduced and explained in [3], is a variation of arithmetic coding [6] that uses lookup tables after performing all the arithmetic ahead of time. The computations are done to low precision to keep the table sizes manageable.
In Section 2 we briefly describe the PPM method and our speed-oriented enhancements. In Section 3 we describe our implementation, including a detailed example showing the use of quasi-arithmetic coding tables. In Section 4 we analyze quasi-arithmetic coding, showing that its use causes only a small loss of compression efficiency. In Section 5 we show experimentally that our methods run nearly twice as fast as PPMC, with comparable compression.
Prediction by Partial Matching
The Cleary-Witten PPM method. The PPM idea is to maintain contexts of different lengths up to a fixed maximum order 0. To encode a symbol, we check whether the current order-o context has occurred, and if so, whether the new symbol has occurred in that context. If it has, we use arithmetic coding to encode the symbol based on the current symbol counts in the context. Otherwise, we encode a special escape symbol (whose probability must be estimated) and repeat the process with progressively shorter contexts until we succeed in encoding the symbol. (In the shorter contexts we may exclude from consideration symbols that have already been rejected at longer contexts.) If a symbol has never occurred in any context, we escape to a special context containing the entire alphabet (including an end-of-file marker), ensuring that every symbol can be encoded.
The symbols are coded using a multi-symbol arithmetic coder. The probabilities passed to the coder are based on symbol frequency counts, periodically scaled down to exploit locality of reference. At least six different methods have been used to estimate the escape probability [l] ; Moffat's PPMC is the most widely known, although our PPMD [3] method consistently gives about one percent better compression on text files.
Fast PPM.
We observe that the use of arithmetic coding guarantees good compression but runs slowly: the multi-symbol version used in PPMC requires two multiplications and two divisions for each symbol coded, including escapes. We also note that for many text files the PPM method predicts very well: the most frequent symbol in the longest available context is usually the one that occurs; this implies that the escape mechanism is not needed very often. (This is one reason for the observation by Cleary and Witten that the choice of escape probability makes little difference in the amount of compression obtained.) Finally, we recall that arithmetic coding significantly outperforms prefix codes like Huffman coding only when the symbol probabilities are highly skewed.
In the methods presented here, we eliminate the escape mechanism altogether. First we concatenate the symbol lists of the current contexts of various orders, beginning with the longest. (Of course the concatenation is only conceptual. In practice we simply search through the context's lists, moving to the next list when one is exhausted and stopping when we find the current symbol.) To avoid wasting code space, we exclude all but the first occurrence of repeated symbols using the fast exclusion mechanism described in Section 3.
We must identify the current symbol's position within the concatenated list. We 100 choose one of a number of related methods, our choice depending on the speed and compression required. The idea is to use binary quasi-arithmetic coding to encode NOT-FOUND/FOUND decisions for the symbols with highest probability, then if necessary to use a simple prefix code (a Rice code) to encode the symbol's position in the remainder of the list. For maximum speed, we can eliminate the quasi-arithmetic coding step altogether, while for maximum compression we can eliminate the prefix code, using only a series of binary decisions to identify each symbol. Using quasiarithmetic coding for just the first symbol in the longest context is a good practical choice, as is using quasi-arithmetic coding until the FOUND probability falls below a specified threshold.
Rice codes. Because a quasi-arithmetic coder must encode a number of binary decisions, a text coder that uses quasi-arithmetic coding alone can take about as long as PPMC. By encoding a number of decisions at once, however, we can speed up the coder. Rice codes [5] are eminently suitable for encoding a number of NOT-FOUND decisions followed by a single FOUND decision.
Each Rice code has a non-negative integer parameter k. We encode a non-negative integer n by outputting [n/2kj in unary, then outputting n mod 2k in binary. Strictly speaking, Rice codes apply to exponential distributions, but in fact they will give good compression for almost any decaying probability distribution. If we keep our symbol lists ordered by frequency count within each context, the concatenated list used to find a symbol will be in decreasing probability order, except possibly for bumps where the context lists are joined, so we can use Rice coding to encode symbol positions within the concatenated lists. In a companion paper devoted to lossless image compression [4], we present a provably good method for choosing the value of parameter k for each context.
Implementation
In this section we describe an implementation of the Fast PPM text compression system. We explain the differences in modeling between our method and the PPMC method. Then we discuss the coding phase, particularly quasi-arithmetic coding with precomputed tables. We give an extended example that includes complete coding ,tables for a small coder.
Data structure for high order models. We use a multiply-linked list structure similar to the vine pointers of Bell et a l . [ l ] . In the versions of the Fast PPM system that use Rice coding, we keep the context lists sorted according to frequency count, while in the version that uses only quasi-arithmetic coding we do not reorganize the lists at all.
We delay creating new nodes in order to save time and control the number of nodes present. Every symbol instance appears simultaneously in contexts of all orders from 0 to 0, but we do not create nodes for all possible orders. Instead, we create at most one new node for any symbol instance, just one order higher than the one at which the symbol was found. ( 
Exclusion mechanism.
Our exclusion method is faster than the standard approach of maintaining a bit map of alphabet symbols, together with a list of currently excluded symbols to reset the bit map after every symbol. We use a time stamp mechanism, the "clock" being the position of the current symbol in the file. As we pass each symbol for the first time while searching through the concatenated list, we write the current "time" in the symbol's position in a time stamp array. Then if we encounter the symbol again, we check whether its time stamp matches the current time;
if so, we can exclude it. We must clear the time stamp array only when the symbol position counter overflows, typically after about 232 M 4 x lo9 bytes. When we are using quasi-arithmetic coding for all coding, this mechanism introduces a small inaccuracy in the FOUND/NOT-FOUND probabilities: the NOT-FOUND probabilities will be higher than they should be since they include symbols further down the list that should be excluded. Fortunately the effect is minor.
Coding new symbols. At any point in the coding, the concatenated, duplicate-free context list contains exactly k symbols, where k is the number of distinct alphabet symbols seen so far in the file. If the next symbol has not yet been seen, we encode k NOT-FOUNDS, using quasi-arithmetic coding k times, a Rice code to encode k, or some combination of the two. Then instead of using exclusions and an arithmetic or prefix code, we simply send the bits of the new symbol directly. Doing so greatly simplifies the coding while expanding the compressed file by only k log, n -(log, n! -log,(n -k)!) bits, where n is the alphabet size. If n = 256 and k = 100, the excess code length is about 4 bytes, which is insignificant.
We use a small trick to encode the end of the file without expanding the alphabet: at end-of-file we indicate "new symbol" as just described; then we output the bits of the first symbol that occurred in the file. This symbol is always known (unless the input file is empty, in which case we simply make the coded file empty), and will never again be encoded as a new symbol.
Coding. We now explain the coding mechanism and illustrate it with a complete tables and a short example using a small coder. In practice we would use larger tables, but their size remains manageable; the construction and use of the tables follows exactly the same principles. In the example we use N = 8, i.e., the full interval is [0, 8) . Using N = 32 improves compression by about 3.5 percent, and using N = 128 gives only another 0.2 percent improvement.
Probability estimation for quasi-arithmetic coding. We use a modification of the scaled-count technique to estimate the FOUND/NOT-FOUND probabilities used 102 Index P = 0 P = 1 P = 2 P = 3 P = 4 P = 5 P = 6 P = 7 P = 8 P = 9 P = 10 P = 12 P = 13 @ P = 14 P = 15 
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In the implementation we denote each possible pair of counts by an index number, and we precompute all the transitions to new count states, including those requiring scaling. In Table 1 we show the correspondence among counts, probabilities, and probability index numbers for a small example coder, as well as all the transitions. For example3, @index P = 14 find that P = 11 is the index of the new count state after a NOT-FOUND event, where @index P = 11 corresponds to F : NF = 3 : 2. In the example we allow counts to reach 4; in practice we allow somewhat larger counts (up to 10 or so), and allow some of the unbalanced counts to be larger than the balanced ones. It is quite feasible to store each probability index number in one byte. Note that the probability index array is used only during table construction; only the transition array remains during the actual coding.
Use of quasi-arithmetic coding. We use quasi-arithmetic coding to encode binary decisions, with probabilities (indicated by probability index numbers) supplied by the model. We use a pointer into a code table to indicate the state of the coder, corresponding to the current interval in a true reduced-precision arithmetic coder. To do the output, we use a twobyte buffer and two counts (see Table 5 ) . We insert new bits into the upper end of the low-order byte, then shift the useful bits into the high-order byte; when the highorder byte is full of useful bits, we output them. Continuing the example, @suppose that the output buffer contains 6 useful bits, so there is room for 2 more, and that the pending count is 2, meaning that the next output bit will be followed by two opposite bits, as in the bits-to-follow mechanism of Witten e t al. [6] . @ T h e leading output bit L is 1, so @I we put 10000000 into the low byte of the buffer and shift left by three bits altogether, one for the leading bit and two for the follow bits. Since there was only room for two bits, @we shift left by two bits, output 01011010, indicate that space remains for 8 bits, and @ shift left by one more bit. @ T h e R entry shows that there are no remaining bits.
(If there had been, we would have put them into the upper end of the low-order byte af the buffer, then shifted them into the high-order byte.) @ T h e F entry shows that the pending count should be increased by 1. The resulting buffer state is shown at 104 P = 8 1 P = 0 P = 1 P = 2 P = 3 P = 4 P = 5 P = 6 P = 7 2 2 3 3 4 Table 4 : Right branch array. P = 9 P = 10 P = 11 P = 12 P = 13 @ P = 14 P = 15 0. Finally, @ t h e Q entry shows that the next coder state is &os, indicated at @.
Decoding uses essentially the same tables, and in fact is even easier than encoding; a detailed description and example will appear in the full version of the paper.
Use of Rice coding. The use of Rice codes to encode the symbol positions is straightforward. The only complication is the difficulty of interleaving the quasiarithmetic code output and the prefix code output. The bits (or bytes) must be output by the encoder in the order that the decoder will read them. We sidestep the resulting buffering problem by simply using two separate output files.
Analysis of quasi-arithmetic coding
We now show that using quasi-arithmetic coding causes an insignificant increase in the code length compared with pure arithmetic coding. We analyze several cases. First we assume that we know the success probability p of each event, and we show both how to minimize the average excess code length and how small the excess is. In arithmetic coding we divide the current interval (whose width is W ) into subintervals of length L and R; this gives an effective coding probability q = L / W since the resulting code length is -log, q for the left branch and -log,(l -q ) for the right. When we encode a binary event with probability p using an effective coding probability q, the average code length L ( p , q ) is given by
If we use exact arithmetic coding, we can subdivide the interval into lengths pW and (1 -p)W, thus making q = p and giving an average code length equal to the entropy,
Consider two probabilities pl and p2 that are adjacent based on the subdivision of an interval of width W ; in other words, pl
and A2 = AI -1. For any probability p between pl and p2, either pl or p2 should be chosen, whichever gives a shorter average code length. There is a cutoff probability p' for which pl and p2 give the same average code length. We can compute p* by solving the equation L(p*,pl) = L(p*,p,) , giving
Clearly we can construct the delta table by computing cutoff probabilities for every pair of adjacent coding probabilities and every possible interval size and then applying them to the count state probabilities. As an example, we compute the value of A, the size of the right subinterval, to be used for F : NF = 3 : 1 (i.e., for p = 3/4) and W = 6. Clearly A = 1 or 2, so pl = 4/6 ( A I = 2) and p2 = 5/6 (A2 = 1). We compute p* = log 2/ log(5/2) M 0.756, and choose A = A, = 2 since pl < p < p* < p2. This is the entry at @ in Table 3 .
Probability p' is the probability between pl and p2 with the worst average quasiarithmetic coding performance, both in excess bits per decision and in excess bits relative to optimal compression. Next we consider a more general case, in which we compare quasi-arithmetic coding with arithmetic coding for a single worst-case event. We assume that both coders use the same estimated probability, but that the estimate need not be right.
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In this case we find the cutoff probability for l / 2 5 pl < p2 by equating the excess code length from using probability pl for the more probable event and the excess from using probability p2 for the less probable event, that is, by solving the equation -log, pl + log, p* = -log,( 1 -p2) + log,( 1 -p*); this yields ----l o g 2 W N l n 2 -N .
Experimental Results
We compare the Fast PPM method with PPMC and with the UNIX compress program; the results appear in Table 6 . We show results for two versions of Fast PPM:
one that uses quasi-arithmetic coding for all binary decisions (&A) and one that uses quasi-arithmetic coding for one decision in each context, then uses Rice coding if necessary to encode the symbol's position in the remainder of the concatenated context list (QA/Rice). For quasi-arithmetic coding use we N = 5 and an order-3 coder; the time needed to precompute the tables is not included, since the tables can be compiled into the coder. The PPMC implementation also uses exclusions and an order 3 model. The test data consists of the 10 text files of the Calgary corpus.
We see that Fast PPM outcompresses the compress program on all text files. Fast PPM with quasi-arithmetic coding gives compression performance comparable to that of PPMC, especially for larger files.
We show timing results for encoding on a Sun SparcstationlGX; decoding times are similar for the PPM methods. We see that Fast PPM, even using quasi-arithmetic coding alone, is always faster than PPMC; the version that uses some Rice coding is nearly twice as fast as PPMC.
Conclusion
We have identified several parts of the PPMC text compression method that can be speeded up by the introduction of simplifying approximations. In the Fast PPM method presented here we speed up the modeling phase by eliminating the need for escape symbols; since they occur infrequently anyway this does not hurt compression much. We speed up coding by using quasi-arithmetic coding instead of arithmetic coding when we need high-precision predictions, and by using Rice the context list positions of low-probability symbols. Quasi-arithmetic coding gives enough precision for practical use as a binary coder and runs much faster than true arithmetic coding; Rice codes waste some code space because of the limitations of their models, but the amount is small because we apply them only to infrequently occurring symbols. We have presented a detailed example of a quasi-arithmetic coder and its use, and aualysis showing that the excess code length introduced is only O(l/N) (in both the average and worst cases) and that the excess relative code length is only O( 1/ log N ) .
The analysis is also useful in the construction of the code tables. Finally, we have shown experimentally that Fast PPM gives compression comparable to that of PPMC, with nearly twice the throughput.
